Referent: Freddy vær 33

Started up new account – summary was very good, but the money will go to negative outcome from earlier
years
New hedges are on the way towards universitets boulevarden
Mads wants to step back
Accountant not present – no run through the bookworks today
Accountant wants to step down as well
The bar has earned a lot of money 
Money earned in the bar has to be used somewhere in the kollegium – (e.g. events, new stuff for the bar
and so on)
The gym can be “fixed” by a carpenter soon for about 55.000, so if we put in 15.000 for the restoration
combined with 40.000 from the kollegium. - Vote: 19 for and 1 didn’t vote
The machines and so on should be moved, so the carpenters can work on the floor and so on in the gym.

Who’s up for president? – 109 Rebecca
Who’s up for vice-president? – Mads
Who’s up for accountant? – ask around in the kitchens, we need a new accountant

Prank ban? – Blue 2 had a lot of pranks on them and felt harassed
Who will decide whether something is a prank or not (if it is banned)?
Prank battles between two kitchens can escalate and effect the whole kitchen, including people not taking
part in it.
Proposal: don’t run around in others kitchens, if you aren’t invited.
Suggestions for rules about pranks are going to be made by the new president (maybe others)– they don’t
want to ban all pranks, but set up some rules and guidelines on general behavior.

Jais will change vedtægter with other people

Every kitchen should have a representative (excluding president, vice-president accountant and so on)
The water will probably be fixed soon says Hanne

DON’T USE “FLYDENDE AFLØBSRENS” if the sinks are plugged
Remember to close and lock the doors so you don’t get unwanted guests
The toilets in the middle building is in a poor state and should be fixed
The kitchen in charge of the parties, are responsible for toilet paper and stuff
We will find out whether or not we should fix mirrors, paper holders and so on with Hanne.

A new-years party will be planned, vote for funding it with 6000:
in favor:
Green 1
Red 1
Blue 2
Green 2
Gray 1
Against:
Red 2
Gray 2
6000 will be funded for the party!

The sauna is sub-optimal – it should be fixed
The receiver is going to be sent back for repairs by Jens

